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Introduction to Part 1
CA-Visual Objects supports the concept of RDDs using traditional CA-Clipper DML (Data
Manipulation Language) and also supports access to data sources via a set of predefined database
classes. This text describes those classes and the issues involved in using them (a thorough
knowledge of Xbase DML and general OOP is assumed).

CA-Visual Objects provides in a base class for handling all types of servers. Those servers bring
the information to be manipulated to Data Windows. In this chapter we look at the necessary
techniques to create a data server. We also will take a look at an array server, this using code
samples.

Commands, Functions, and Classes
CA-Visual Objects supports the complete implementation of CA-Clipper DML commands and
functions. The regular SKIP, GOTO and SEEK commands and their DbSkip(), DbGoto() and
DbSeek() function counterparts are all there. In addition, all DML functions have new
corresponding strongly typed VODb??? functions (VODbSkip(), VODbGoto(), VODbSeek()) which
provide better performance and improved application integrity.

The following example of regular DML should provide no surprises:

USE CUSTOMER
GO TOP
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF()

IF TURNOVER > 100000
AddToMailingList(“CUSTOMER”)

ELSE
DELETE

ENDIF
SKIP

ENDDO
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The concept of the RDD still exists although, as one would expect, RDDs are implemented as
DLLs (Dynamic Link Libraries) instead of LIBs. CA-Visual Objects includes support for a number of
popular databases and file systems including Jasmine.

In addition to the familiar DML, CA-Visual Objects also supports access to data sources via
classes. The bottom line is that nearly all DML functions have a corresponding method of the same
name (although almost always without the "Db" or "VODb" prefix), the same syntax and the same
return result. Note that this excludes DBCREATE() as DBCREATE() is part of the DDL (Data
Definition Language) and not part of the DML.

Database Class Hierarchy
Figure 1 shows the database class hierarchy you will work with during the VOILA adventure:

JDataServer SQLSelect Array
Server

Dir
Server

Data
Server

Figure 1 - Hierarchy

The Ultimate parent of all database classes is DataServer. DataServer is an abstract class and
must not be used directly in an application. Data Server provides the basic structure to which all
database classes must conform and from which they must inherit.

JDataServer is the Jasmine database class. It is used for access to all Jasmine data sources.

What Are We Dealing With – Jasmine Environment
The Jasmine database can be instructed to execute tasks by using the Object Data Query
Language or ODQL. In fact, the database commands are subclassed into the Object Definition
Language (ODL); the Object Manipulation Language (OML) and the Object Query Language
(OQL).

With Jasmine installed on a Windows NT machine, we can check out the environment to find out
how everything is fitted in the system. Let’s first open the Control Panel and take a look at the
Environment settings.

Jasmine has installed itself onto the Path, and by doing so, has set also 3  environment variables.
Important to remember are JAS_SYSTEM, the root drive/path where Jasmine is residing, and
JAS_ENVFILE, the default connection environment file.
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A number of other variables can/must be set using the Jasmine Configuration Utility that can be
found in the \Jasmine\jasmine\bin directory. There you can find the JasConfig.exe file that
will bring you another set of switches that can be manipulated to change the Jasmine database
behaviour.

In the light of this session it does not make much sense to go deep into this at this point. Later we
will study the subject further. However, I do not want to spare you from a sneak preview of it (see
below).

Figure 2 – Windows NT Environment settings
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Figure 3 – Jasmine Configuration Utility

There are 3 other utilities that allow you to find out all other information about the environment
settings: JasPrEnv.exe, JasSetEnv.exe and JasUnset.exe. When you run JasPreEnv.exe, an
output similar to the following one will be produced:

JAS_JOURNAL_MODE=OFF
JAS_LANGUAGE=ENGLISH
JAS_TIMEZONE_NAME=NA-EASTERN
TERM_JASMINE=IBMPC
JAS_INSTALLATION=S1
JAS_CHARSETS1=IBMPC850
JAS_TEMPORARY=C:\Jasmine\jasmine\temp
JAS_CONNECT_RETRIES=5D
JAS_CONFIG=C:\Jasmine\jasmine\files
JAS_MSGDIR=C:\Jasmine\jasmine\files\ENGLISH
JAS_DATABASE=C:\Jasmine
JAS_HOSTNAME=DEV001
JAS_METHOD_DIRECTORY=C:\Jasmine\jasmine\data\default\methods
JAS_STORE_EXTENTS=1
JAS_SIZE_STRIPE_1=16
JAS_EXTENT_1=C:\Jasmine\Jasmine\data\jas_extent_1
JAS_SIZE_EXTENT_1=2000
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Where It Is All About: Storing Data
The Jasmine database requires you to allocate space for your servers. Space is reserved in two
stages: A Store must be created for a database and, inside the store, one or more Extents are
existing. It is the Database Administrator that is responsible for the allocation of space. Notice that
the allocated space must be sufficient for the day-to-day operations on the database. When not, an
error will be generated. Extents can span drives and are only limited by the operating systems.
Creation of Stores and extents can be done from the DOS box prompt. A more convenient way to
achieve our goal is creating one or more batch files. Let’s take a look how this functions:

The first batch file we have is the one to create the store. It is named VoilaStore.bat. The batch file
looks like:

Note: Important to know is that ALL ODBC instructions are case sensitive.

VoilaStore.bat
@echo Create a Store with the name Voila. One Extend of 16Mb
createstore -numberOfPages 2000 -pageSize 8 Voila %JAS_SYSTEM%\jasmine\data\VOILA
pause

@echo Create a class Family in this store: MedMgr
createcf -CFAlias MedMgr MedMgr01 Voila

pause
@echo List all the stores and class families
liststore > Stores.txt

In the first instruction line, there is a store with the name Voila created. The size of it is 2000 * 8 =
16MB. The store is created in the default directory for the Jasmine stores.

It takes some time to execute this batch file. When finished, a log file (Stores.txt) is created in the
same directory as where the batch file is executed. This log file looks like:

==== S T O R E C O N T E N T S ====================================
Store Name: system
Class Families:

systemCF
Locations:

C:\Jasmine\Jasmine\data\jas_extent_1
Page size: 8192
Total pages: 2000
Used pages: 504

===== S T O R E C O N T E N T S ====================================
Store Name: dataStore
Class Families:

jadelibCF1
mediaCF1
CAStore
sqlCF
WebLink

Locations:
C:\Jasmine\Jasmine\data\jas_dataStore

Page size: 8192
Total pages: 8000
Used pages: 654
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===== S T O R E C O N T E N T S ====================================
Store Name: Voila
Class Families:

MedMgr01
Locations:

C:\Jasmine\jasmine\data\VOILA
h:\jasmine\data\Voila02
h:\jasmine\data\Voila03

Page size: 8192
Total pages: 3024
Used pages: 35

For the sake of complete information, and because we know that the only thing databases do is
grow, we provide a batch file to expand our store with more extensions. This batch file looks like:

ExtendVoila.bat
@echo Extend the Voila Store by 500 pages of 8K = 4Mb
extendstore -numberOfPages 500 Voila h:\jasmine\data\Voila02
@echo Extend the Voila Store by 500 pages of 8K = 4Mb
extendstore -numberOfPages 500 Voila h:\jasmine\data\Voila03
pause
@echo List all the stores and class families
liststore > Stores.txt

Now, the last paragraph of our log file looks like:

===== S T O R E C O N T E N T S ====================================
Store Name: Voila
Class Families:

MedMgr01
Locations:

C:\Jasmine\jasmine\data\VOILA
h:\jasmine\data\Voila02
h:\jasmine\data\Voila03

Page size: 8192
Total pages: 3024
Used pages: 35
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Bring in the Objects: Classes
Within a store, Class families are the basic logical units. Each class family has a unique name
assigned to it. Luckily for us there are a few ways to make life more easy for us: we can alias
classes.

Just like in the Xbase environment, a class family can be addressed by more than one alias.

To start aliasing, an environment file must be copied to the Jasmine environment file.
You create such a file that can look like:

SetAlias.bat
@echo Overwrite the local Jasmine Environment file
copy medmgr01.env %JAS_ENVFILE%

For convenience there is a saved copy of the original environment file plus a ResetAlias.bat file to
put everything back in place.

By working with aliases you can work in a more normal way when you have exotic class family
names. Also, this is a way to have a safe testing and development environment. By replacing the
*.ENV file, the new ALIASes are used.

Class families can be removed by the deleteCF instruction. Beware that this instruction cannot be
interrupted and is irreversible. Removing stores (deleteStore) does ask for confirmation first!

Building a Database: The Database Administrator Tool
Up to this point we have only paved the way to start building our database. We have two tools at
our disposal to really create our structure. The first one we are going to take a look at is the
Database Administrator Tool.

Before we go any further, let us first check what we can see of our work with the batch files. With
the Windows Explorer, go to the Jasmine Studio folder (\Jasmine\Studio) and start Jstudio. You will
end up with a screen like the one on the following page. Double-click on the Local database
symbol: in this stage it is the only available resource. The Jasmine Studio will show, and there we
go directly to the Database Administration in the Files menu. From there, we are first going to
browse through the classes of the CAStore, more specific the CAComposite class family. When
you go to CAStore, 1049:1034 Jacket. When there, you will be able to take a look at the stored
object.

When you have finished playing around with the sample database, let’s switch back our attention to
where we are standing right now. Select the MedMgr01 Class family, and you will see there are no
classes defined in this class family.
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Before we can go any further, we have to create our classes in the Media Manager. The way to do
this is by using ODQL. You will have to write a script in order to create the desired tables.

ODQL is a very powerful tool, used to control how multimedia data is stored. You can run any type
of test query in it, inspect classes, their attributes and methods, run test scripts and many more
things.

Next to the fact that the interpreter is very unforgiving for errors, it is an indispensable tool to build
and maintain a Jasmine database. When using the ODQL language it is a good thing to have the
Jasmine Reference handy.

We will restrict ourselves to the basic operations to get to the point where we want to be, creating
only the necessary tables to provide a database to our application.

Figure 4 – Jasmine Studio startup
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Figure 5 – Jasmine Database Administrator

ODQL: The Script Language to Create Classes in a Class Family
Now it is time to start coding your first ODQL instructions for Jasmine. Again, bear in mind that the
language is case sensitive. The script to create the classes belonging to our MedMgr01 class
family looks like:

/*****************************
File: MMgrClas.scr

Class definitions for the VOILA Media Manager

Jasmine ii version - February 2000
Jan Spaens
Jaspa Software - Brugge Belgium
*****************************/

defaultCF systemCF;

/*
Class: MedMgrBase

Base class for the Media Manager series. Intended to house basic behaviour for
all inheriting classes

*/

defineClass MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
super:systemCF::Composite
description: "Base class for VOILA training sessions"
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{
};

/*
Class: Company

This class is the master class for our Multimedia store
*/

defineClass MedMgr01::Company

super:MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
description: "Main class for the Media Manager system"

{
maxInstanceSize: 8;
instance:
String companyTitle;
String address;

List <MedMgr01::Employees> Employees
description: "Employee list"
default: List{};

List <MedMgr01::Customers> Customers
description: "Customer list"
default: List{};

};

/*

Class: Employees

*/
defineClass MedMgr01::Employees

super:MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
description: "Employees working in the MultiMedia Shop"

{
maxInstanceSize: 8;
instance:
String Emp_ID;
String Last_Name;

};

/*

Class: Customers

*/

defineClass MedMgr01::Customers

super:MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
description: "Customers from the MultiMedia shop"

{
maxInstanceSize: 8;
instance:
String Cust_ID;
String First_Name;
String Mid_Name;
String Last_Name;
String Address;
String City;
String State;
String Zip;
String Phone;
String Sex;
String Prefix;
String Note;
Boolean Relign;
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Boolean Classic;
Boolean Rock;
Boolean Jazz;
Boolean Metal;
Boolean Cntry;
Boolean NWave;
Boolean Easy;
Boolean Broad;
Boolean Altrntve;

};

/*

Class: Bands

*/

defineClass MedMgr01::Bands

super:MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
description: "Bands producing music sold in the Media shop"

{
maxInstanceSize: 8;
instance:
String Artist;
String ArtistName;

};

/*

Class: Records

*/

defineClass MedMgr01::Records

super:MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
description: "Music produced by bands supported in this Media shop"

{
maxInstanceSize: 8;
instance:
String Artist;
String Albumname;
Decimal[3,0] Numsongs

default 0;
Decimal[4,0] Yearproduce

default:0;
String Composer;
Date Recorded;
String Type;
String Place;
String Seq_no;
String Comment;

};

/*
Build the previously defined classes
*/

buildClass MedMgr01::MedMgrBase
MedMgr01::Company
MedMgr01::Employees
MedMgr01::Customers
MedMgr01::Bands
MedMgr01::Records;

/* EOF MedMgrClass.odql */
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The script can be executed on the command line using the following instruction:
codqlie –execFile MedMgrClass.odql

When you now open the Jasmine Database Administrator, pick the MedMgr01 Class family and
browse through it, you will see that the code executed fine and created just the classes that we
wanted.

If we want to play with the database, we will have to have data in it. There are two ways to enter
data in the server: Using the Jasmine Database Administrator or, again, by writing ODQL
instructions to create data.

The first solution is out of the question for the moment, this for the simple reason that we do not
have any methods defined for the servers yet. This means we cannot use the DBA to do the job, so
you fall back to the by now familiar ODQL.

Figure 6 – Jasmine Database Administrator for MedMgr01
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Figure 7 – Jasmine Database Administrator: Customer class

In the previous ODQL script, you created the different classes that you are going to use once there
is data in it. Instances of different types were created, but we did not yet check what types are
available. Here they are:

- Boolean

- ByteSequence

- Date

- Decimal

- Integer

- Real

- String
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For the moment we want to press on and put some data in the classes we have just created. The
ODQL script for this purpose looks like:
/*
MMgrData.scr

Data entry to create dummy data in classes without methods assigned yet

February 2000
Jan Spaens
Jaspa Software - Brugge Belgium
*/

defaultCF MedMgr01;

/* Define a Company record */
Company oComp;
oComp = Company.new();
oComp.CompanyTitle = "Murphy's Multimedia Shop";
oComp.Address = "Brugge, Belgium";

/* Let's create some data for Employees now */
Employees oEmp;
oEmp = Employees.new();
oEmp.Emp_ID = "001";
oEmp.Last_Name = "Spaens";

/* Some data for the Customers now */
Customers oCust;
oCust = Customers.new();
oCust.Cust_ID = "10000013";
oCust.First_Name = "Visual";
oCust.Mid_Name = "J";
oCust.Last_Name = "Objects";
oCust.Address = "One Computer Associates Plaza";
oCust.City = "Islandia";
oCust.State = "NY";
oCust.Zip = "11749";
oCust.Sex = "M";
oCust.Relign = FALSE;
oCust.Classic = TRUE;
oCust.Rock = TRUE;
oCust.Jazz = TRUE;
oCust.Metal = FALSE;
oCust.Cntry = FALSE;
oCust.NWave = TRUE;
oCust.Easy = FALSE;
oCust.Broad = FALSE;
oCust.Altrntve = FALSE;

oCust = Customers.new();
oCust.Cust_ID = "10000006";
oCust.First_Name = "Fixthe";
oCust.Mid_Name = "D";
oCust.Last_Name = "Bug";
oCust.Address = "5001 Baum Blvd.";
oCust.City = "Uniontown";
oCust.State = "PA";
oCust.Zip = "15213";
oCust.Sex = "M";
oCust.Relign = TRUE;
oCust.Classic = TRUE;
oCust.Rock = TRUE;
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oCust.Jazz = FALSE;
oCust.Metal = FALSE;
oCust.Cntry = FALSE;
oCust.NWave = FALSE;
oCust.Easy = TRUE;
oCust.Broad = TRUE;
oCust.Altrntve = FALSE;

/* Some data for the Bands */
Bands oBands;
oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "REM";
oBands.ArtistName = "R.E.M.";

oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "STRAY";
oBands.ArtistName = "Stray Cats";

oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "RAYC";
oBands.ArtistName = "Ray Charles";

oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "PAVAR";
oBands.ArtistName = "Pavarotti";

oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "WALTD";
oBands.ArtistName = "Walt Disney";

oBands = Bands.new();
oBands.Artist = "JOURN";
oBands.ArtistName = "Journey";

/* Finally, some data for the Records */
Records oRecs;
oRecs = Records.new()
oRecs.Artist = "WALTD";
oRecs.AlbumName = "Pinocchio"
oRecs.NumSongs = 25;
oRecs.YrProduce = 1940;

oRecs = Records.new()
oRecs.Artist = "PAVAR";
oRecs.AlbumName = "Romantic Italian Love Songs"
oRecs.NumSongs = 17;
oRecs.YrProduce = 1992;

An interesting observation on this is that you could easily automate the above task by creating
script files from other languages. In a later stage, this is exactly what we are going to do.

With this (partial) script ready, you can now add these entries to the database by executing the
following ODQL instruction:

Codqlie –execFile MegMgrData.odql
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When you now take a look at our database using the Jasmine DBA, you will see all the data
instructions in the previous ODQL script file yielded a number of records:

Figure 8 – Jasmine DBA: Generated data

This concludes our first steps with the ODQL language and the Jasmine Database Administrator.
We now pay attention to what CA-Visual Objects can do with this data.

Functions and Classes
For the majority of access to a data source, CA-Visual Objects provides four possible ways to
access the data:

Command SKIP
Function DbSkip()
Strongly Typed Function

Method <DataServer>:skip()

There are variations where sometimes only a command is available or just a function or a method
but these are the exceptions to the rule. So which should you use ?
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The answer is simple: always use the classes for new development work and only use the
commands and functions for supporting existing CA-Clipper code which is being ported to CA-
Visual Objects. Eventually this legacy code will need to be converted to use objects anyway in
order to adapt to the nature of programming under MS-Windows so the commands and functions
are, at best, a stepping stone. (There is a potential justification for using functions for performance
reasons where the operation is being performed  within a tight loop, but this is an exception to the
rule.)

The justification for using classes instead of commands and functions is straightforward. Classes
support:

- Multiple instantiations of objects for the same table

- Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism

- Data Propagation

Hybrid Programming
Now a small digression from the main theme. CA-Visual Objects allows you to mix and match DML
commands and functions with Data Server objects. Whereas this practice is possible it is
STRONGLY discouraged.

The following piece of code will behave as expected:

customer->(DBGoTop())
DO WHILE .NOT. customer->(EOF())

IF oCustomer:TURNOVER > 100000
AddToMailingList(oCustomer)

ELSE
oCustomer:delete()

ENDIF
oCustomer:skip()

ENDDO

However, it is not always safe to mix and match code. Perhaps the greatest reason NOT to
program in this way is that it is not always certain when hybrid programming will cause a problem.
In many cases, the problem can be predicted. For example, the DBServer object knows all about
itself, but if a piece of DML code closes the table the object will not be aware of the event and will
suffer consequently.

Another reason for avoiding hybrid programming is the loss of the additional advantages which are
only available through classes; in particular, data propagation is avoided (more on data
propagation later).
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Multiple Instantiations
The most convincing and absolute argument for using classes instead of functions comes from the
nature of event driven programming.

In a procedural program an application might open all tables at the beginning of an application and
leave them open until the end of the application or it might open each table on an "as-needed"
basis as each menu option is selected. Neither approach will work effectively in an event driven
environment.

If you open all tables at the beginning of an application, then your code must constantly be saving
each table's state at the point at which the table's state could be changed (e.g., at the loss of focus
of a browse window) and then restore the state when control is returned to the window.

Apart from the amount of additional complex code which the programmer is required to code to
handle this process, it does not take into account the fact that the table's status can be changed by
a process which is running simultaneously in the background.

If you open each table on an as-needed basis, you encounter the simple problem that you cannot
open the same table with the same alias more than once (in SQL you cannot use the same cursor
name more than once). This would prevent the user from selecting options which use the same
data files, but more obvious is that it would prevent the user from selecting the same option twice. If
you think about it for a moment the practice of selecting the same option twice makes a lot of
sense.

If you had an option to browse customers, it is perfectly reasonable to want to be able to see one
set of customers whilst viewing a different set of customers (from the same data file) in another
window.

The bottom line is that your code must be able to survive multiple instantiations of itself (i.e., it must
be possible to execute the same code multiple times without needing to terminate the previous
executions before beginning new ones). This applies to the data access but it equally applies to the
user interface and to the management of resources such as variables (e.g., STATIC memory
variables have but a single instantiation whereas LOCAL memory variables can be instantiated
once for each instantiation of the function to which they refer).

There is an interesting analogy between the change from single user programming to multi-user
programming and the change from single threaded programming to multithreaded programming. In
multi-user programming the programmer must consider how the program will share resources (e.g.,
files) with other copies of itself running on different workstations. In multithreaded programming the
programmer must consider how the program will share resources (e.g., files, memory variables,
work area information) with other threads of itself running from within the same program.

CA-Visual Objects database classes support multiple instantiations of objects which relate to the
same data source. So whereas the following DML code fails:

USE CUSTOMER NEW
USE CUSTOMER NEW
// fails with “Alias already in use”

the following object code succeeds:

oCust1:=DBServer{ “CUSTOMER” }
oCust2:=DBServer{ “CUSTOMER” }
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Alias Names
In the case of the DBServer class, the DBF file is opened in a new work area for each object. The
alias name is managed by the DBServer class and there is no facility to allow the alias name to be
set. This is not a drawback because, as we shall see, the alias name now becomes irrelevant.

In the previous example we can get the alias name from the new DBServer objects:

? oCust1:alias // “CUSTOMER”
? oCust2:alias // “CUSTOMER_1”

The DBServer class manages the conflict of duplicate alias names by suffixing the alias name with
a number to create a unique alias name. The first time the DBF file is opened, it is opened with its
normal alias name. Thereafter, the alias name is incremented. You can still handle the DBServer
class through its work area:

? oCust1:alias
select (select(oCust1:alias))

but this is a criminal waste of the benefits of objects and invites hybrid programming which, as
discussed earlier, is to be avoided.

Thus the importance of the alias name is significantly lower when you use Data Server classes.
Explicit references to alias names in program code should be avoided, as the alias name for a
specific file can no longer be relied upon.

More importantly, the change from dependence upon alias names to dependence upon an object
changes the way in which a table is handled. In CA-Clipper it is acceptable to open up a DBF file
and allow any function anywhere in the  application to get at the data file through the alias name. It
is not necessary to explicitly pass the alias name from function to function nor is it necessary for
the file to be opened at the highest level of the module.

By contrast a DBServer object is bound by the scope of the variable to which it has been assigned.
If the variable has LOCAL scope then only the code which is passed the object will be able to act
on the object. This is normal behavior in CA-Visual Objects; you explicitly pass the object to each
function or method. Now, of course, the data file remains open even when the object is not passed
to a function, and the sub-function could look through the work areas and address the DBF file
using DML, but this would undermine the structure of the application and is, of course, hybrid
programming.

Assigning a DataServer object to a variable and using the scope of the variable to allow or deny
access to the resource is very similar to opening up a binary file in CA-Clipper using FOPEN(); the
file remains open regardless of whether a function can see the file handle but only those functions
that are passed the file handle can make use of it.
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Access and Assign Fields
CA-Clipper supports symbolic field name access and so allows fields to be accessed and assigned
simply by using the field names. Field names can be defined at compile time, but this is not a
requirement. Data Server classes support a similar level of convenience. When a new DBServer
object is instantiated, it supports access and assignment of field values through the
DataServer:fieldGet() and DataServer:fieldPut() methods but also through field name variables:

oCustomer:=DBServer{ “CUSTOMER” }
? oCustomer:CustName // “Acme Widgets”
? oCustomer:lastContact // 01/01/94

The application requires no prior knowledge of the data file and does not require a special
"customer-specific" class to be defined. So how does it "know" about the fields ?

In short, it doesn't. DBServer and SQLServer rely on the Data Server:NolVarGet() and Data
Server:NolVarPut() methods. These methods are automatically invoked when a message is sent to
the object which the object does not recognize; NolVarGet() is invoked when an attempt is made to
access an unknown instance variable and NolVarPut() is invoked when an attempt is made to
assign to an unknown instance variable. Both methods are passed the unknown message and
NolVarPut() is also passed the value being assigned.

NolVarGet() and NolVarPut() perform a lookup though the known structure to decide if a field is
being accessed or used and invoke the object's field Get or field Put method appropriately. If the
message is still not found as a field name, then an error is raised.

One consequence of this implementation is that it is not possible to access or assign to fields which
have the same name as existing Data Server services by using their field name. For many cases
field names such as EOF are obvious and are very unlikely candidates for field names in the real
world. But field names such as FILENAME are common in many data driven programs and it is not
always possible to know which field names will conflict with existing methods. When a table with a
field name which conflicts with the class's services (e.g., EOF) is opened up, an error is not raised.
If the conflicting field is referenced, the object’s service of the same name (e.g., EOF) is invoked.
The solution is to use a field prefix for all field names or to avoid hazardous field names or to use
the Data Server:fieldGet and DataServer:fieldPut methods.

The Data Server's field Get and field Put methods are more versatile than their CA-Clipper function
counterparts. The methods accept the ordinal position of the field just as their function counterparts
do, but, in addition, they accept either a field name or a field symbol. The following four lines
achieve the same result:

? oCustomer:lastContact

// Assuming 'LASTCONTACT' is field 4
? oCustomer:fieldGet(4)

? oCustomer:fieldGet(‘LASTCONTACT’)

? oCustomer:fieldGet(#LASTCONTACT)
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Unfortunately, one of the benefits of using direct field names is lost when using field name instance
variables to refer to a field: compile time checking. Using the FIELD statement, it is possible to
declare field names to the CA-Clipper compiler so that misspelled field names can be identified.
Unfortunately it is not possible to do the same for ACCESS and ASSlGN methods of classes, and
so misspelled field names will cause a runtime error in CA-Visual Objects instead of a compile-time
error.

Single Record Buffer
The DBServer class has a single record buffer similar to the single record buffer used in CA-
Clipper's RDDs when a DBF file is opened in shared mode. When a DBServer object settles on a
new record, it reads the record into the objects record buffer. The fields of the record can be
written to using the field Put method or field name instance variables, and when the record pointer
is repositioned or the writes are committed or the file is closed or the application terminates then
the record is written to the operating system. (The operating system may or may not then physically
write the record to disk. Closing the table, closing the application or issuing a commit instructs the
operating system to perform a physical write. However, some cache programs choose to avoid the
write to improve performance.)

So far, this is the way in which CA-Clipper RDDs behave and there is no change. The difference is
that up until the buffer is flushed, the writes to the record can be undone in much the same way as
the GET:undo() method works: issuing a DBServer:refresh() discards the writes made to the record
buffer and refreshes the record from disk. DBServer:refresh() is also useful in situations where
some time may have passed between reading a record and performing an action on the record.
Previously such a refresh of the record buffer from disk was only possible using GOTO RECNO(),
but this would simply reread the record and would not undo changes made to the record.

Levels of Implementation
There are three levels of implementation of the methods of databases classes.

Firstly there are those methods which are portable across all classes which inherit from
DataServer,  which offer the same behavior for all data sources. The code in our, now familiar,
example uses such methods and instance variables:

oCustomer:goTop()
DO WHILE .NOT. oCustomner:EOF

IF oCustomer:TURNOVER > 100000
AddToMailingList(oCustomer)

ELSE
oCustomer:delete()

ENDIF
oCustomer:skip()

ENDDO
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All DataServer classes implement these methods and instance variables. It is interesting to note
that the semantics of the SQLServer table are not restricted to just the SQLServer class. So the
previous example could be written:

DO WHILE .NOT. oCustomer:fetch()
IF oCustorner:TURNOVER > 100000

AddToMailingList(oCustomer)
ELSE

oCustomer:delete()
ENDIF

ENDDO

This code is equally applicable to the DBServer class as it is to the SQLServer class. The Data
Server:fetch() method "fetches" the next record and returns true (.t.) if there was a next record to
be fetched.

The second level of implementation covers those methods which are implemented in DataServer
subclasses which perform no useful purpose. The SQLServer:RLock() method is such an example.
It is present to increase the amount of code which can be reused but it performs no operation.

The third level covers those methods and instance variables which are specific to a given class and
which have no relevance to other classes. SQLServer:ScrollUpdate Type is such an instance
variable.

Datafields and FieldSpecs
One of the phrases you will hear a lot when people talk about CA-Visual Objects is that "<A Certain
Feature> represents an opportunity and not a requirement." Datafields and FieldSpecs are a
classic example of this design goal.

Datafields and FieldSpecs are used throughout a CA-Visual Objects application whether you know
it or not. As a developer you need never know how these classes work or what they are used for,
but this would restrict your applications to relying on too much default behavior.

A Data Field object is the specification of a specific, named field in a specific table. If a table had 10
fields it would have 10 DataField objects, one describing each field. A FieldSpec object is a
specification of a type of field. Each Data Field object has a single FieldSpec object. Many
DataField objects might share a single FieldSpec object. For example, we might create at
FieldSpec object to define a field for a customer ID. The customer ID will mostly likely be used in
many tables in the application. Each DataField in each table which refers to the customer ID (in,
say, the CUSTOMER, PURCHASES and SALES tables) would refer to the same FieldSpec object.
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Data Propagation
Data Propagation is an important part of CA-Visual Objects and one of the strongest justifications
for using database classes instead of commands or functions.

The DataServer classes in CA-Visual Objects support an event notification system which is linked
to the Common View GUI classes. Whenever a change is made to the data (where the word
"change" is used in a very broad sense including even a record pointer movement), the DataServer
object informs relevant Common View objects that a change has taken place.

This simple concept has a profound effect on the ease and simplicity of writing event driven
applications and is one of features which sets CA-Visual Objects apart from most other GUI
development products.

So a developer can handle and update tables without concern for the user interface, secure in the
knowledge that the user interface will remain up to date without any coding. In CA-Clipper the
TBrowse class accepts both the refresh() and RefreshAll() methods, and these are religiously used
to maintain the user interface in respect of changes made to the data. The CA-Clipper user
interface is updated at the explicit instruction of the programmer. In a single-tasking, procedural
application, the onus on the programmer is unwanted but small. The same is not true for an MDI
application. In an application of, say, 20 or 40 tables, the number of lines of potential updates is
very large and the amount of code required to maintain the "freshness" of the user interface and
the complexity of this code is high. The more tables are added to the application, the more code is
added and the more complex this code becomes. This is especially true when all tasks are
reentrant and the same tables can be opened many times.

Conclusion - Part 1
CA-Visual Objects database classes are a powerful and easy way to handle access to data. As
classes they naturally support all of the typical benefits of OOP including encapsulation, inheritance
and polymorphism. In addition the same tables can be opened multiple times without creating
conflicts, therefore allowing multiple instantiations of the same modules. Finally, the database
classes support data propagation, which significantly reduces the complexity of MDI applications
and sets CA-Visual Objects aside from many other GUI development products.

Why Database Classes?

Database classes are so interesting because there are some considerable advantages, typical for
this type of object oriented programming :

•  Multiple instantiation : Each database object has its own EOF, current index order, RecNo, etc.

•  The super class (data server) captures similarly to SQL and Jasmine-style operations : Both
SQL and DBServer classes implement methods such as Skip(), Seek(), etc.
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Create a Server Module

1 In the Repository Explorer, right-click on the Media Manager 02 application, and choose
the ‘Create new module’ option. The Create Module dialog window will be displayed.

2 Change the name from "Module 1" to Server Bands.

3 Create a new entity in the module using New Entity | Jasmine Editor

Figure 9 – Jasmine Editor: Add new link

When the Jasmine Editor Launching dialog comes up, just hit OK and the local installation will be
used. You will find the MedMgr01 database on the explorer. By double-clicking on the Bands class
in the Jasmine database, the code needed to connect to that class will be generated by CA-Visual
Objects. You can now hit the Save button on top of the Jasmine Database Explorer and close the
window, or close the window right away and confirm the question if the generated code must be
saved. You then return to the CA-Visual Objects repository explorer with the freshly generated
code available for inspection.
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Create a Link to a Jasmine Database Class

Step 1 – Pick the Class in the Jasmine Editor

Figure 10 – Jasmine Editor: Pick the Bands Class

At this stage, the integration of CA-Visual Objects and Jasmine becomes crystal clear: The
connection is seamless. All the stuff you generated using ODQL is visible and available in the CA-
Visual Objects IDE.

Since you wrote ODQL code for Company, Employee, Customers, Bands and Records, the
modules for all of those servers should be created and the code to access the servers created
using the same technique as the one just applied. After you have finished this, we can continue
using the new available entities to develop our Media Manager application.
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Step 2 – Inspect the Generated Code in the Repository Explorer

Figure 11 – CAVO repository Explorer: Generated entities

Change the FieldSpec Properties for a Data Field

The data server field specs allow you to define how a field looks and works within your application.
There are many advantages for taking the time to set up all of the properties associated with each
field in the database.

FieldSpecs provide a run-time description for a field. A FieldSpec specifies picture clause,
validation, description, etc. A field specification can be used by more than one field. They are used
by data windows to enforce validation, status bar prompting, picture formatting, type conversion,
etc.

Perform the following two steps for each field in the list of FS Name supplied from the charts below:

1 To change a FieldSpec property, highlight the field name located in the Include list box by
placing the mouse pointer on the field and clicking the left mouse button. When you do this,
the properties window will change to show  the properties of the FieldSpec which you have
highlighted.
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2 Select the value cell for the desired property, and type in the new information supplied for
the associated property in the following chart :

FS Name FS Caption FS Description Picture Required

Cust_Id Customer ID Customer identification number @R 99-99-9999 Yes

First_Name First Name Customer first name @!

Mid_Name Middle Init Customer middle initial !

Last_Name Last Name Customer last name @!

Address Address Customer address

City City Customer city @!

Zip Zip Code Customer zip code @R 99999-9999

Phone Phone # Customer phone number @R (999)999-9999

Sex Sex Customer sex Male/Female !

Prefix Salutation Customer salutation !XXX

Note Notes Customer notes

Relign Religious Interested in Religious Music ?

Classic Classical Interested in Classical Music ?

Rock Rock & Roll Interested in Rock & Roll Music

Jazz Jazz Interested in Jazz Music ?

Metal Heavy Metal Interested in Heavy Metal Music ?

Cntry Country
Western

Interested in Country & Western ?

Nwave New Wave Interested in New Wave Music ?

Easy Easy
Listening

Interested in Easy Listening Music
?

Broad Broadway Interested in Broadway Music ?

Altrntve Alternative Interested in Alternative Music ?

FS Name Validation Diagnostic Validation Help

City {|cState| CheckState( cState) } State must exist in the State
table or be blank

Help_State_Validation

Sex {|cSex|cSex $ "MF"} Valid options are: M=Male,
F=Female
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3 Save your changes to register the new FieldSpec properties to the repository by clicking on
the Save the changed entities icon, choosing the File, Save menu item, or by entering the
keystroke combination ALT+F, S, or the hot key CTRL+S.

By filling in as many properties as you can, you will speed up your Visual Objects
development of applications. Listed below is a sample of the properties entered for the CITY
field.

Figure 12 – CAVO repository Explorer: Fieldspec properties

4 Close the DBServer Editor by double-clicking on the System Menu icon, clicking on the
System Menu icon and choosing the Close menu item, or pressing the hot keys
CTRL+F4.
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Applying the FieldSpec

FieldSpecs are applied to each field in a data server. They inform the system of such things as:
field name, field data type, length of data, how the data will be formatted, etc. In other words, the
FieldSpec contains all of the information which describes the data field to the application. By
studying the database structure you can pick out certain fields which might be used in multiple
applications, i.e. phone number, city, state, etc. Defining a default FieldSpec for a field which might
be common in many applications will save you time in the long run since you will already have the
code in place which explains the layout of the field to the Visual Objects DBServer Editor.

Create a Module for the Common FieldSpecs

It is easier to keep track of your apples if you do not mix them with your oranges. This same
concept applies to developing under Visual Objects. If you keep certain modules and entities
separated from the other components it will be easier to maintain and debug. For this purpose we
create a new module with the name Servers FieldSpecs.

Create a New FieldSpec

1 In the new module, access the FieldSpec Editor by right clicking on the module and
choosing the New Entity, FieldSpec Editor menu item, choosing the Tools, Fieldspec Editor
menu option, or by entering the keystroke combination ALT+T, F.

2 Highlight the FieldSpec property by clicking on its value cell.

3 Click on the down arrow and a list of available DBServer fieldspecs that are registered
within the repository will be displayed.

4 Select CUSTOMER_PHONE from within the drop-down list.

After selecting the FieldSpec, all of the properties with the FieldSpec Editor will be updated
to contain the property values which were defined previously from within the DBServer
Editors FieldSpec properties window.

5 Change the FieldSpec property containing CUSTOMER_PHONE by clicking on the value
cell and typing in the text, "PHONE", and pressing the TAB key.

6 Change the Description property containing Customer phone number by clicking on the
value cell and typing in the text, "Phone number as defined from Servers Fieldspec
module", and pressing the TAB key.

7 Change the Help Context property containing CUSTOMER_PHONE by clicking on the
value cell and typing in the text, "Help_Phone_Number", and  press the TAB key.

8 Change the Type Diagnostic property by clicking on the value cell and typing in the text,
"Must be a numeric value" and pressing the TAB key.
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You do not have to fill in all of the FieldSpec properties, but the more information you supply, the
more time you are cutting off of your development time. For the newly added fieldspec, we have
the following information stored:

9 Save your changes by clicking on the Save the changed entities icon, choosing the File,
Save menu item, entering the keystroke combination ALT+F, S, or the hot key CTRL+S.

When you save the changes made to a FieldSpec, the FieldSpec Editor will generate three
entities:

•  FldSpc - Binary entity representing the FieldSpec

•  Class - Statement to define the instance variables and Class for this particular
field

•  Meth - Init() method to instantiate the FieldSpec to the application.

10 Close the FieldSpec Editor by double-clicking on the System Menu Close  icon, clicking
on the System Menu icon and choosing the File, Close menu item, or pressing the hot
key CTRL+F4.
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Retrieve Information Using ODQL

When using DBF tables as data source for a CA-Visual Objects application, it is you that is
responsible for maintaining data integrity. Tables are arranged using indexes, this based on
DBFCDX, DBFNTX or other RDDs.

In this case, with Jasmine as back-end database, you have to rely on ODQL statements in order to
retrieve data. Reading the Jasmine documentation is something you should do before you continue
working with those features. For now, we stick to the more generic overview of what Jasmine
indexes can do for you.

The purpose of the createIndex() method of Jasmine is to create an index of a property.  This can
speed up subsequent queries using that property.

createIndex() can be used only when the system is operating in development mode (not production
mode), and the constraint-checking mode must be immediate (not deferred). It is a class-level
method that applies to the user entity class and creates an index for a property.  This has no effect
on the results of subsequent operations on the database, but it can speed up certain queries.
Updates to the database may take longer because of the need to maintain the index.

The index may be used to speed up retrieval of data from instances based on the value of the
property.  No special action is needed to exploit the index; Jasmine will use it automatically when it
considers that this will make retrieval faster.

You can also use the index to scan all the instances of a class in ascending or descending order of
the value of the indexed property (using the indexScan-statement), and you can retrieve only those
instances whose property is equal to or greater than a given value.  See the topic indexScan-
statement.

Indexes are useful where there are large numbers of instances but only a few meet the conditions
required for retrieval.  However, even if a property has an index, the index will not always be used
for retrieving data.  The most suitable means for retrieving the data will be used.

If indexes are used, the processes of generating, updating, and deleting instances will take slightly
longer.  Therefore, you should create indexes only if the improvement in query performance
outweighs the additional cost of updates.  Where data is loaded into the database in one phase of
operation and then remains relatively stable, it is best to create indexes after loading the data,
rather than before.  This scheme gives the best combination of efficiency for manipulating the
instances and retrieving the data.

Indexes apply only to the class on which they are created, and not to subordinate classes.  If you
index a property on one class, it is a good idea to index the same property on its subordinate
classes, except where the subordinate class has very few instances.
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Session Summary - Part 1

•  The DBServer Editor tool will allow you to create, export, import and modify existing databases and
indexes and can be accessed by choosing the Tool, DBServer Editor menu item, choosing the Open
Entity icon and clicking on the DBServer Editor item, or by entering the keystroke combination
ALT+T, D.

•  The Check Mark box located next to the Indexes list box allows you to select which index will be
the controlling order for viewing information in your application.

•  FieldSpecs will increase your productivity and cut down your development time.

•  FieldSpecs can be changed by clicking on the value cell for the property and entering in a new
value.

•  Keep the items that are related together in their own module for maintainability and reusability.

•  The FieldSpec Editor defines the layout of a data field. By defining a generic FieldSpec, you can use
and reuse the code generated in many applications thus saving you time during development.

•  The entities created by the FieldSpec Editor are the binary entity, the class, and the Init() method.
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Introduction to Part 2
In this session you will learn how to :

- Eliminating the need for GLOBAL variables

- Add language support files

- Add language support functions

Eliminate the Need for Application-Wide GLOBAL Variables
When developing large systems, the existence of GLOBAL variables is a blessing and a curse.
Sometimes you are very happy that you can use this trash can, other times it is the opposite.

One of the main reasons why GLOBAL variables are not so interesting is the fact they are only
visible in the application where they are declared as such. This means, when your application is
working with DLLs, the GLOBAL variables declared anywhere outside are not accessible. Of
course, you would not be a good programmer if you did not find your way around this, but that is
not the point. What you want is a clean and safe way to manipulate data that must be application
global available. The question is, WHAT IS globally available in an application?

When you take a look at how a standard CAVO application fires up, you find out that it is starting
with the METHOD Start Class APP. When you look for the class APP in the Online Help, you will
see the remark that VO is instantiating this class. Nowhere you will find any code saying CLASS
APP Inherit VOObject. This means you cannot add any Instance variables to it, and that is exactly
what you want: Once you have Ivars attached to the App class, you would be able to store/retrieve
information in those variables and life would be fun. So, how can we achieve this?

An interesting bit of inside information is that CAVO at startup is not looking only for a method
called “Start”, a function with that name would do as well. So, why not subclass App, add whatever
iVars you want, and start the application from that function? That is exactly what the following code
is doing.

The following entity in the Start Module is subclassing from App. We add one instance variable that
will serve as home for an object containing a wealth of information plus, even more important,
some handsome methods we can use all the time.

CLASS AppFrameWork INHERIT App
EXPORT oIni AS OBJECT

Firing up the application now needs to be done by some magic inside a function. The function looks
like:

FUNCTION Start AS OBJECT
LOCAL oApp AS AppFrameWork
DynSize(80) // Some 2.5 GC problems workaround
oApp := AppFrameWork{}
__SetAppObject(oApp)
Send(oApp, #START)
RETURN oApp
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As you can see, the code instantiates an instance of the AppFramework class, installs a link to it
using the API call __SetAppObject, and then sends the message to the object that it wants to
execute the method Start. Once this done, everything is back to normal: The method Start is called
and we are in business.

The only BIG difference right now is that we have an object that we can refer to from anywhere
down here. This is done using the GetAppObject() function, but that is something we turn to a bit
later.

Now, you attach the Start method not to the App class but the subclassed AppFramework:

METHOD Start() CLASS AppFrameWork
LOCAL oMainWindow AS StandardShellWindow
SELF:Initialize()
oMainWindow := StandardShellWindow{SELF}
oMainWindow:Show(SHOWCENTERED)
SELF:Exec()

Personally I prefer to put all initialization stuff in the method called the same name. The oIni
instance variable attached to the AppFramework class must be given a value. To make your
application non-contaminating, you keep an initialization file in the same folder as where the EXE
resides. Personally I opt for an INI file instead of storing values in the Windows registry. I have had
lengthy discussions about this subject, as probably you have had also. In my opinion there is no
real reason why you should or should not use either. For me it is a question of the most simple,
straightforward and workable solution for a given problem. I am using this approach for a long time
now, together with the usage of the Registry, and my customers and I are very satisfied up to
today.

METHOD Initialize() CLASS AppFrameWork
#IFDEF __APPWIZ__MODSPLASHSCREEN

SplashScreen{SELF}:Show()
#ENDIF
// add your application initialization code here
SELF:oIni := IniFile{"MedMgr"} // Open the application INI file
RETURN
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The .INI object – A closer look
Now that you can have your global variables gathered in one single object, there is no reason why you should
not extend it to its most convenient size. Follows an example of what an INI object might look like. All of
those things stored in it make sense. The values are coming from different places. To provide for future copy
protection, values from the license file are also stored in this INI object; at the bottom of the class definitions
you will see a bunch of those variables appear. In this session we do not go into that.

CLASS IniFile INHERIT ConfigFile

EXPORT Success AS LOGIC // Global available flag

EXPORT WinDir AS STRING // MS-Windows directory

EXPORT IniFileName AS STRING // Name of the .INI file

EXPORT SystemPath AS STRING // System tables path

EXPORT DefaultPath AS STRING // Default tables path

EXPORT WorkPath AS STRING // Work folder path

EXPORT TempPath AS STRING // Temporary folder path

EXPORT ReportWorkPath AS STRING // Reporting purposes

EXPORT SerialNo AS STRING // Full serial number of this application

EXPORT CurDrive AS STRING // Current drive

EXPORT CurDir AS STRING // Current folder

EXPORT RDD AS STRING // Replaceable database driver

EXPORT IndexExt AS STRING // Index extension

EXPORT DebugMode AS LOGIC // Debug/Maintenance mode flag

EXPORT DDSetWarnings AS LOGIC // VO-DD warnings during development flag

EXPORT MaxRecs AS INT // Append limit (see VAR_UDEF_NUM_3)

EXPORT Mode AS STRING // Run mode (See LFOpen function)

EXPORT Languages AS ARRAY // Supported languages

EXPORT Product AS STRING // Productname (Name of application)

EXPORT Version AS STRING // Application version number

EXPORT Build AS STRING // Application build number

EXPORT oNetSem AS NetSem // Network semaphore locking object

EXPORT LogRecNo AS INT // UserLog record number

EXPORT LFLevel AS INT // License file level (see VAR_UDEF_NUM_2)

EXPORT LFHandle AS LONG // Handle to local licence file

EXPORT LFHandleSvr AS LONG // Handle to Server license file

EXPORT Password AS STRING // Encryption/decryption password

EXPORT Encrypted AS LOGIC // Flag for file encryption

EXPORT FormatAmount AS STRING // Picture string for currency

EXPORT FormatAmtDec AS STRING // Picture string for currency

// Reorganization info

EXPORT TagName AS STRING // Current tagname

EXPORT IndexName AS STRING // Current indexname

EXPORT KeyExpr AS STRING // Key expression

EXPORT Condition AS STRING // Condition
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// PPP Copy protection data - Comments are info only!

EXPORT UDef_Char_1 AS STRING // Supported languages info

EXPORT UDef_Char_2 AS STRING // Password for data encryption

EXPORT UDef_Char_3 AS STRING // Version number

EXPORT UDef_Char_4 AS STRING // Build number

EXPORT UDef_Char_5 AS STRING // Localisation info

EXPORT UDef_Char_6 AS STRING // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Char_7 AS STRING // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Char_8 AS STRING // Master user name

EXPORT UDef_Char_9 AS STRING // Master user password

EXPORT UDef_Char_10 AS STRING // Reserved for debugging purposes

EXPORT UDef_Num_1 AS DWORD // ReportPro level

EXPORT UDef_Num_2 AS DWORD // Organizer level

EXPORT UDef_Num_3 AS DWORD // Demo append limit

EXPORT UDef_Num_4 AS DWORD // Society append limit

EXPORT UDef_Num_5 AS DWORD // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Dat_1 AS DATE // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Dat_2 AS DATE // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Dat_3 AS DATE // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Dat_4 AS DATE // Not used

EXPORT UDef_Dat_5 AS DATE // Not used

// User profile information

EXPORT UserNo AS INT // User number: Hex2Dec value of User_ID

EXPORT UW AS STRING // Users ID (Same as User_ID)

EXPORT Person AS STRING // User Function description

EXPORT Language AS STRING // Currently used language

EXPORT PW AS STRING // User password

EXPORT PWCounter AS INT // User retry counter

EXPORT Login_ID AS STRING // Logon ID of this user

EXPORT User_ID AS STRING // User ID of this user

EXPORT UserName AS STRING // User name. See LONG_NAME

EXPORT Supervisor AS LOGIC // Flag to show if user is a supervisor

EXPORT UserLevel AS INT // Autorisation level - 0->Low; 99->High

EXPORT CLPColors AS LOGIC // Color usage indicator flag

EXPORT Company AS STRING // Company name

EXPORT Society AS STRING // Company ID

EXPORT Office AS STRING // Office ID

EXPORT Department AS STRING // Department ID

EXPORT Branch AS STRING // Branch ID

EXPORT Fees AS FLOAT // Fee per hour for <User_ID>

EXPORT LogonOK AS LOGIC // Logon status indicator
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Instantiating the .INI object
Instantiating the object takes two steps: the normal, standard stuff is read and stored during in the
INIT method, but in line with what we had in the Standard App generated code, I am also calling an
Initialize() method where I can take care of some more stuff. Depending on what you want, this
Initialize method can be extended or shortened.

METHOD Init( cFName, lInWindows ) CLASS IniFile
LOCAL cWinDir := Space(80) AS STRING
LOCAL nLen AS WORD
LOCAL Filler AS STRING

SELF:Success := TRUE

// Get the Windows directory
nLen := GetWindowsDirectory( AsPsz( cWindir ), 79 )
cWinDir := Left( cWinDir, nLen )
SELF:WinDir := RTrim(cWindir)

// Find out where we have to look for the .INI file
IF !Empty(lInWindows)

// .INI file supposed to be in Windows directory
cFname := iif(lInWindows, SELF:Windir + "\" + cFname, cFname)

ENDIF
SELF:Fullpath := cFName
SELF:Drive := IIF(Empty(SELF:Drive), DiskName(), SELF:Drive)
SELF:Path := IIF(Empty(SELF:Path), CurDir(DiskName()), SELF:Path)
SELF:Extension := IIF(Empty(SELF:Extension), ".INI", SELF:Extension)
Filler := SELF:Drive
Filler := IIF(Left(SELF:Path,1) = "\", Filler += SELF:Path, ;

Filler + "\" +SELF:Path)
Filler += SELF:FileName + SELF:Extension
SELF:Fullpath := Filler
IF Empty(cFName) .or. !File( SELF:Fullpath )

// No .INI filename passed or .INI file not found
MessageBox( 0, AsPsz("The INI file is not found."), ;

AsPsz("File not found: " + SELF:Fullpath), 1 )
SELF:Success := FALSE

ENDIF
IF SELF:Success

SELF:IniFileName := SELF:FileName
SELF:Initialize()

ENDIF

RETURN SELF

The Initialize method does a few things that are of interest:

- Initializing four dynamic path settings

- Getting the default driver for our current executable

- Getting the current language by reading the INI file and using the last setting

- Fill the array with available languages, standard only one

- Store the current username (can come from anywhere)

- Initialize some licensing stuff, not covered by this session
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Next you see what the code looks like. Once this part executes, the application is all set to take off
as a multilingual one, although we have to cover quite a bit of ground to inspect the mechanics
behind this all.

METHOD Initialize CLASS IniFile
SELF:SystemPath := SELF:GetString( "Settings", "SystemPath")
SELF:DefaultPath := SELF:GetString( "Settings", "DefaultPath")
SELF:WorkPath := SELF:GetString( "Settings", "WorkPath")
SELF:TempPath := SELF:GetString( "Settings", "TempPath")

// We must have a trailing backslash
IF Right(Trim(SELF:SystemPath),1)<>"\"

SELF:SystemPath := Trim(SELF:SystemPath) + "\"
ENDIF

IF Right(Trim(SELF:DefaultPath),1)<>"\"
SELF:DefaultPath := Trim(SELF:DefaultPath) + "\"

ENDIF
IF Right(Trim(SELF:WorkPath),1)<>"\"

SELF:WorkPath := Trim(SELF:WorkPath) + "\"
ENDIF

IF Right(Trim(SELF:TempPath),1)<>"\"
SELF:TempPath := Trim(SELF:TempPath) + "\"

ENDIF

// Get the default driver, determine the index extention
SELF:RDD := SELF:GetString("Settings", "RDD")

// Determine RDD and put extention in iVar
DO CASE

CASE SELF:RDD == "DBFCDX" ; SELF:IndexExt := "CDX"
CASE SELF:RDD == "DBFMDX" ; SELF:IndexExt := "MDX"

CASE SELF:RDD == "DBFNTX" ; SELF:IndexExt := "NTX"
ENDCASE

// Let's continue filling up the basic info
SELF:Language := Left( LTrim(SELF:GetString( "Settings", "Language" )),2)
SELF:Languages := {SELF:Language} // Minimum one language
SELF:UserName := SELF:GetString( "Settings", "UserName" )

// Set license dependant variables to zero
SELF:MaxRecs := 0
SELF:LFLevel := 0
SELF:Build := SELF:GetString("System", "Build")
SELF:Build := iif(Empty(SELF:Build), "0000", SELF:Build)

RETURN SELF
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Setting the Scene
Making any application language sensitive in a data driven manner requires the following elements:

- Tables containing the translated captions for all controls. One table per supported language
is required.

- A table containing information for the data driven menu system.

- For each window there must be a method that sets the initial captions using the information
coming from the global language setting to retrieve the captions from the right table

- The system must have a way to have the menu captions adapted

All of the above is standard functionality for every application. It can be standardized and requires
only a little bit of discipline when developing.

Before we delve into the code, let us take a look at the two data tables needed to make the system
work and the related functions.

Message Files
A table containing information for the captions looks like the following:

Message file extract
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The table name is made up of a fixed part (MSG_) and a part that indicates the language the table
contains. In the example above you are looking at the English messages, so the table is named
MAG_GB.DBF. There are as many tables as languages supported, and it is very important to know
they all have to be synchronized on the level of message number. We talk about this a bit later.

Let’s now take a look at the different fields and their function:

- MSG_CODE is a sequential number used to find any message back using a cross-
reference table.

- CAPTION is the caption we want to see appearing when the message with this number is
called.

- UW_MODIF holds the initials of the user who last changed this message. This is purely a
security issue and plays no role in this session.

- LAST_MODIF: see previous field.

- STATUS_ID is used for record recuperation. Personally I am always working with record
recuperation when working with DBF tables. The buffered server I have developed has
build-in functionality so that I do not have to worry about this on my application code level.

- COUNTER is an important field for debugging purposes. When used in conjunction with the
switch “DEBUGMODE” (see the INI object), one can determine how many times a particular
message is called. This will become clear when we discuss the function to retrieve
messages from this file.

- SHORTCUT contains the numeric position of the underscore in the message. Controls and
menus do have shortcut keys, and by using this indicator the position of the shortcut key
can be managed for all supported languages specifically. Just an example: The <Run>
menu option will, in English, probably have the shortcut on the R, so it is presented as Run.
In French however, this option is <Executer>, with the shortcut as follows: Executer. In the
English message file, SHORTCUT will contain a 1, in the French file there will be a 6 in the
field.
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Menu System Information
There are two functions to create menus that can be attached to any window. These functions  get
their information from a file with the following structure:

MenySys table

Let’s take a look at what the different fields contain:

- MENUNAME Not used in this sample, but has as purpose to make it possible to load a
specific menu from this table. This allows you to attach context menus etc. to
windows. We are not going to discuss this approach in this lesson.

- NEXTMENU Used in conjunction with the previous entry. This allows the functions that are
creating the menu objects to attach submenus.

- HYPERLBL The contents of this field are translated to a hyperlabel in the function that is
creating the menu. Here, the link from the menu to the class or method that
must be executed is established. This field may be left blank or contain names
of nonexistant classes/methods: CAVO supports prototyping, and that is where
this system is relying on.

- CAPTION When the menu object is build, the message number that is in this field will be
used to set the caption for this menu item, retrieving the message from the
right message table.
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- SEQ_NO In this lesson, the SEQ_NO is used to determine the order in which the
different menu items appear in the menu.

- DESCRIPT The same technique as in the CAPTION: the message number here is used to
get the right message from the message table. This message will be the text
appearing as menu description.

- HELP See CAPTION and DESCRIPT: The context help is also retrieved from the
message file.

- SECURITY When building a menu, the contents of this field are compared to the global
security settings. Only menu items that have a security setting lower or equal
to the global setting will be showed in the menu.

- KEY ASCII code for the shortcut key attached to this menu item

- PROTECTED This works in conjunction with a semaphore that must be set. When the
PROTECTED for a menu item is set, the semaphore can be used to determine
if the item can be executed a second time by anyone else on the same
network. This can be extremely interesting when only one instantiation of a
process may be executed at the same time. There is no support code for this
item in this lesson.

- LICENSE Used in conjunction with the licensing possibilities of the copy protection
system that is discussed in lesson 10

There are another few fields that have the same functionality as in the Message tables, so they are
not discussed again here.

Getting the Message

Support Functions – The Core Engine

We need to provide some more support code in order to set up the foundations for smooth sailing.
We already have quite a lot there, but there are still a number of things to take care of. Let’s see
what we have.

Database Server Path Independence

We have the first step in complete database server management behind us: our DBServer class
allows you to attach functionality to any server as needed. However, there still is a little
inconvenience there. Let us take a look at the description of how to create a DBServer:

While the documentation states you can pass along a filespec OR a filename to the DBServer init
function, the reality is that this is not the case. Luckily for us, CA-Visual Objects code generation is
based on template files. You can find those files in the BIN directory of CA-Visual Objects
installation. At this point in time we are interested in the CAVODED.TPL
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This template holds the source code indications used whenever the DBServer editor generates the
code for a server. When we take a look at the original code in the template, we find something like
this:

[INIT]
METHOD Init(cDBF, lShare, lRO, xRdd) CLASS %classname%

LOCAL oFileSpec AS FILESPEC
LOCAL i,nFields AS INT
LOCAL aFieldDesc AS ARRAY
LOCAL aIndex AS ARRAY
LOCAL nIndexCount AS INT
LOCAL oFSIndex AS FILESPEC
LOCAL nPos AS INT

IF IsLogic(lShare)
SELF:lSharedMode := lShare

ELSE
IF !IsLogic(SELF:lSharedMode)

SELF:lSharedMode := !SetExclusive()
ENDIF

ENDIF

IF IsLogic(lRO)
SELF:lReadOnlyMode := lRO

ENDIF

IF IsString(xRdd) .OR. IsArray(xRdd)
SELF:xDriver := xRdd

ENDIF

SELF:PreInit()

IF IsString(cDBF)
SELF:cName := cDBF
oFileSpec := FileSpec{SELF:cName}

ELSE
oFileSpec := FileSpec{SELF:cName}
oFileSpec:Path := SELF:cDBFPath

ENDIF

SUPER:Init(oFileSpec, SELF:lSharedMode, SELF:lReadOnlyMode , SELF:xDriver )

This is really interesting: if we pass along a string containing the full path of the file we want to be
opened, everything works out fine. However, when we pass along a filespec, things may not work
out fine. So, I have adapted the code and the new template looks like as follows:

[INIT]
METHOD Init(cDBF, lShare, lRO, xRdd) CLASS %classname%

LOCAL oFileSpec AS FILESPEC
LOCAL i,nFields AS INT
LOCAL aFieldDesc AS ARRAY
LOCAL aIndex AS ARRAY
LOCAL nIndexCount AS INT
LOCAL oFSIndex AS FILESPEC
LOCAL nPos AS INT
LOCAL lIndexFile AS LOGIC

IF IsLogic(lShare)
SELF:lSharedMode := lShare

ELSE
IF !IsLogic(SELF:lSharedMode)

SELF:lSharedMode := !SetExclusive()
ENDIF

ENDIF
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IF IsLogic(lRO)
SELF:lReadOnlyMode := lRO

ENDIF

IF IsString(xRdd) .OR. IsArray(xRdd)
SELF:xDriver := xRdd

ENDIF

DO CASE
CASE IsString(cDBF)

SELF:cName := cDBF
oFileSpec := FileSpec{SELF:cName}

CASE IsObject(cDBF)
SELF:cName := cDBF:FileName
SELF:cDBFPath := cDBF:Drive + cDBF:Path
oFileSpec := cDBF

OTHERWISE
oFileSpec := FileSpec{SELF:cName}
oFileSpec:Path := SELF:cDBFPath

ENDCASE

SELF:PreInit(cDBF, lShare, lRO, xRdd)

SUPER:Init(oFileSpec, SELF:lSharedMode, SELF:lReadOnlyMode , SELF:xDriver )

Now that looks more convenient, doesn’t it? Now, the creator of the DBServer object WILL accept
a filespec and use it to open the table we want.

You will find two .TPL files. Copy the CAVODED.TPL to the BIN folder of your CA-Visual Objects
installation. Be sure to first save the old template, this in case you decide to return to the old
functionality. Be also advised that this template is for  version 2.5a of CA-Visual Objects and that
future versions may or may not support the syntax of this TPL file.

From now on, we can pass along a filespec object to any dbserver we want to open a table. We will
need this a lot when changing languages on the fly, but let us first continue to install the workshop.

First, we need a Message Server. This server is present in the VOILA library; take a look at the
Server:MsgServer module. Currently this is the only server we need to get started.

More work ahead is in the module Functions that you can find in the library. Let’s take a look.

Support functions

StdAppsMsg()
We have a handful of functions we have to take a look at. We start with the one we will be
confronted by a number of times, and one that is the core of the multi-language application:
StdAppsMsg. The name of the function may seem a bit strange, so let me first shed light on it: the
name stands for Standard Application Message, and the code is the following:

FUNCTION StdAppsMsg(sMsgNo1, sFiller, sMsgNo2, opServer) AS STRING
LOCAL oFile AS FileSpec
LOCAL sValue AS STRING
LOCAL oApp AS OBJECT
LOCAL lSuccess AS LOGIC
LOCAL i, iMax AS INT
LOCAL aRecs AS ARRAY

Memory(-1) // Execute a memory pack. Undocumented
lSuccess := FALSE
sValue := "ERROR"
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We have to get our information from the INI file belonging to this application. Notice the fact that the
last two digits of the name of the message table must correspond with the language indicator
stored in the oIni object.

The file is opened, and we start checking what kind of parameters we received. All the checking is
done in the code. It comes down to: when we receive one or two message numbers, be it in
character or numeric form, the code transforms them to the right format so that they can be found
in the message file. At least one message number must be given.

oApp := GetAppObject()
oFile := FileSpec{oApp:oIni:SystemPath + "MSG_" + oApp:oIni:Language + ".DBF"}
IF DBUSEAREA(TRUE,"DBFCDX", oFile:Fullpath, "MsgFile", TRUE)

IF MsgFile->DBSETORDER("MSG_CODE")
IF IsNumeric(sMsgNo1)

sMsgNo1 := StrZero(sMsgNo1,10)
ELSE

IF IsString(sMsgNo1)
sMsgNo1 := StrZero(Val(sMsgNo1),10)

ENDIF
ENDIF
IF IsNumeric(sMsgNo2)

sMsgNo2 := StrZero(sMsgNo2,10)
ELSE

IF !Empty(sMsgNo2) .and. IsString(sMsgNo2)
sMsgNo2 := StrZero(Val(sMsgNo2),10)

ENDIF
ENDIF
// The first message number must be > 0
lSuccess := IIF(Val(sMsgNo1)>0, TRUE, FALSE)
IF !lSuccess

MsgFile->DBCLOSEAREA()
ENDIF

ELSE
// Database problem - Index selection failed
WarningBox2(oFile:Fullpath + "->MSG_CODE", ;

"Index selection failed", BOXICONHAND, oApp:oIni)
ENDIF

ELSE
// Database problem - Open failed
WarningBox2(oFile:Fullpath, "Open failed", BOXICONHAND, oApp:oIni)

ENDIF

We have at least one valid message number. The code performs a seek on the first message
number. When found, and the application is running in Debug mode (we talk about this later), the
hexadecimal counter for this message is increased.

When the message is not found (due to a wrong message number, for example), the return value is
the message number (without leading zeroes) plus a question mark.

IF lSuccess
IF MsgFile->DBSEEK(sMsgNo1)

sValue := AllTrim(MsgFile->CAPTION)
// When in Debugmode, increase message 'hit' counter
IF oApp:oIni:DebugMode

aRecs := MsgFile->DBRLOCKLIST() // Check what records are locked
iMax := ALen(aRecs)
lSuccess := FALSE
FOR i := 1 UPTO iMax // Run through the locklist to see

IF MsgFile->RECNO() = aRecs[i] // if current record is
// in it. If so, no lock needed

lSuccess := TRUE
EXIT

ENDIF
NEXT
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IF !lSuccess
lSuccess := MsgFile->RLOCK()
IF lSuccess

MsgFile->COUNTER := HexIncr(MsgFile->COUNTER, 10)
IF !MsgFile->DBCOMMIT()

WarningBox2(oFile:Fullpath, "Commit failed", ;
BOXICONHAND, oApp:oIni)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

ELSE
sValue := AllTrim(Val(sMsgNo1)) + "(?)"

ENDIF

When we had a value in the sFiller parameter, this filler is added to the message already in the
buffer. After that, the second message (when not empty) is retrieved.

IF !IsNil(sFiller)
sValue += sFiller

endif
// Do we have a valid message number waiting?
IF !IsNil(sMsgNo2)

IF Val(sMsgNo2)>0
IF MsgFile->DBSEEK(sMsgNo2)

sValue += Lower(AllTrim(MsgFile->CAPTION))
// When in Debugmode, increase message 'hit' counter
IF oApp:oIni:DebugMode

IF MsgFile->RLOCK()
MsgFile->COUNTER := HexIncr(MsgFile->COUNTER, 10)
IF !MsgFile->DBCOMMIT()

WarningBox2(oFile:Fullpath, "Commit failed", ;
BOXICONHAND, oApp:oIni)

ENDIF
ELSE

WarningBox2(oFile:Fullpath, "Locking failed", ;
BOXICONHAND, oApp:oIni)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ELSE

sValue := AllTrim(Val(sMsgNo2)) + "(?)"
ENDIF

ENDIF

Now, the message file can safely be closed and the code can perform some househeeping tasks.

As this function is called over and over again, one could pose some questions such as:

- Does the constant opening and closing of the dbf table not pose a lot of overhead? Is it not
time consuming?

The answer to this is NO. Opening and closing of a file take only a few milliseconds. So, it has
no real importance.

- The cleaning up functions are also called over and over. How about the time here?

Again, the same answer: only a few milliseconds are used for the execution of this.
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In CA-Visual Objects there are two undocumented profiling instructions to make it possible to find
out how much time instructions take to be executed. The pair of commands are:

~”TRACE+~ to switch profiling on, and

~”TRACE-~ to switch profiling off.

When you switch on the profiler, there is a file with the same name as the application but with
extension .PLG created in the same folder as the one indicated in the path for the EXE file. This
profiling file contains the following information:

- Entity name

- Hits (times the line is executed)

- Total/ms Total execution time of the line in ms

- Avg/ms Average execution time in ms

- Min/ms Minimum execution time in ms

- Max/ms Maximum execution time in ms

Whenever in doubt about the feasibility of using a certain technique, you can fall back on this
resource to check out where your bottleneck is situated.

I think it needs no extra clarification if I say it is highly advised to put the two profiling statements as
close together as possible; otherwise, the output file will become immense and totally unusable.

Now back to the final piece of code in the StdAppsMsg function:

MsgFile->DBCLOSEAREA()
// DynSize(2)
// DynShrink()

Memory(-1)
ENDIF

RETURN sValue

This function returns a string value that is the result of one or two lookups in the message table for
the language that is indicated as the current one in the IniFile object attached to the application.

Underway, we have been confronted with two other function calls: HexIncr and WarningBox2.

Let us take a look at what they are doing.
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HexIncr()

The group of Hex functions you find after this allows you to increase and decrease a hexadecimal
value contained in a string. The code is pretty self-explanatory, so comment is rather minimal:

FUNCTION HexIncr(sValue AS STRING, nLength := 0 AS INT) AS STRING
LOCAL sRetVal AS STRING

sRetVal := Dec2Hex(Hex2Dec(sValue)+1)
IF nLength > 0 .and. Len(sRetVal) < nLength

sRetVal := Replicate("0", nLength - Len(sRetVal)) + sRetVal
ENDIF

RETURN sRetVal

FUNCTION Dec2Hex(nValue)
// Converts decimal integers to hex (Char).
// Input: NUMERIC
// Output: CHAR

LOCAL cOutstr := '', lNeg := .F.

IF nValue < 0
nValue := nValue * -1
lNeg := .T.

ENDIF

DO WHILE nValue > 0
cOutStr := FindHex(MOD(nValue, 16)) + cOutstr
nValue := Integer(nValue / 16)

ENDDO

// Add '-' if negative
IF lNeg

cOutstr := '-' + cOutstr
ENDIF

RETURN(cOutstr)

FUNCTION Hex2Dec(sValue AS STRING) AS INT
// This function converts Char to decimal.
// Input : CHAR
// Output: NUMERIC
LOCAL njLen, nSum, nrPtr, nCtr AS DWORD
LOCAL cPtr AS STRING
LOCAL lNeg AS LOGIC

Memory(-1)
njLen := Len(sValue)
nSum := nrPtr := nCtr := 0
cPtr := NULL_STRING
lNeg := FALSE

sValue := AllTrim(sValue)

// Check for negative Number
IF Left(sValue, 1) == '-'

sValue := Right(sValue, (njLen - 1))
njLen := Len(sValue)
lNeg := TRUE

ENDIF
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FOR nCtr := 1 UPTO njLen
cPtr := Upper(SubStr(sValue, njLen - nrPtr, 1))
// Check if we have a valid HEX character
IF cPtr $ "0123456789ABCDEF"

DO CASE
CASE cPtr == 'A' ; cPtr := '10'
CASE cPtr == 'B' ; cPtr := '11'
CASE cPtr == 'C' ; cPtr := '12'
CASE cPtr == 'D' ; cPtr := '13'
CASE cPtr == 'E' ; cPtr := '14'
CASE cPtr == 'F' ; cPtr := '15'
ENDCASE
nSum := nSum + (Val(cPtr) * 16 ^ (nCtr - 1))
nrPtr := nrPtr + 1

ELSE
// Invalid hex character. Abort conversion
nSum := 0
EXIT

ENDIF
NEXT

// Set negative if necessary
IF lNeg

nSum := nSum * -1
ENDIF

RETURN(Integer(nSum))

FUNCTION FindHex(nValue)
// Lookup table for conversion of alpha hex chars.
// Input: NUMERIC
// Output: CHAR

LOCAL sValue := ''

DO CASE
CASE nValue == 10 ; sValue := 'A'
CASE nValue == 11 ; sValue := 'B'
CASE nValue == 12 ; sValue := 'C'
CASE nValue == 13 ; sValue := 'D'
CASE nValue == 14 ; sValue := 'E'
CASE nValue == 15 ; sValue := 'F'
OTHERWISE ; sValue := Str(nValue, 1, 0)
ENDCASE
RETURN(sValue)

We now have only one more function to look at, the FindMsg function.
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FindMsg()

This function can receive a string value and look that value up in the given message server. If no
message server is passed along, the one for the current language is opened and used as a lookup
server.

FUNCTION FindMsg(sValue AS STRING, oServer := NULL_OBJECT AS OBJECT) AS STRING
// Find the message number for a given caption
LOCAL oFile AS FileSpec
LOCAL sMsg_Code AS STRING
LOCAL nOrderNo AS INT

IF Empty(oServer)
oFile := FileSpec{oApp:oIni:SystemPath+"MSG_"+oApp:oIni:Language}
oServer := MsgServer{oFile, DBSHARED}

ENDIF

nOrderNo := oServer:INDEXORD()
IF oServer:SetOrder("CAPTION")

IF oServer:Seek(Upper(AllTrim(sValue)))
sMsg_Code := PadL(AllTrim(oServer:MSG_CODE), 10, "0")

ELSE
sMsg_Code := PadL("0", 10, "0")

ENDIF
oServer:SetOrder(nOrderNo)

ELSE
WarningBox2(oServer:FileSpec:Fullpath + "->" + sValue,;

StdAppsMsg(581),,oApp:oIni)
ENDIF
oServer:Close()
oServer := NULL_OBJECT

RETURN sMsg_Code
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WarningBox2 – Enhanced Warningbox class

I wanted to extend the standard Warningbox class with some neat features. Let us take a look at
what it is resulting in:

FUNCTION WarningBox2( sTitle := "" AS STRING, ;
sMessage := "" AS STRING, ;
kWBType := BUTTONOKAY AS INT, ;
oIni := NIL AS OBJECT, ;
lSilent := FALSE AS LOGIC ) AS INT

/* This function is a call to the WINAPI Infobox function, but with added
functionality. When necessary, this function can maintain a logfile with
all warnings that have been shown */

LOCAL oWB AS WarningBox
LOCAL nReturnValue AS INT
LOCAL oApp, oLogFile AS OBJECT
LOCAL oFile AS FileSpec
LOCAL VersionInformation IS _WINOSVERSIONINFO
LOCAL pszString AS PSZ
LOCAL pnLength AS DWORD

oApp := GetAppObject()
IF IsNil(kWBType) .or. (!IsNumeric(kWBType))

/*
BOXABORTRETRYIGNORE Abort, Retry, and Ignore
BUTTONOKAY OK (This is the default.)
BUTTONOKAYCANCEL OK and Cancel
BUTTONRETRYCANCEL Retry and Cancel
BUTTONYESNO Yes and No
BUTTONYESNOCANCEL Yes, No, and Cancel

Group 2: Standard Icons
BOXICONASTERISK
BOXICONEXCLAMATION
BOXICONHAND
BOXICONQUESTIONMARK
*/

// We must go for the default warningbox
kWBType := BUTTONOKAY

ENDIF
IF IsNil(sTitle) .OR. !IsString(sTitle)

sTitle:=Space(1)
ENDIF
IF IsNil(sMessage) .OR. !IsString(sMessage)

sMessage:=Space(1)
ENDIF

// Check if there is a oIni object available. If so, log error
IF IsObject(oApp:oIni)

// Get the defaultpath out of the .INI object; Open the Warning logfile
oFile := FileSpec{oApp:oIni:SystemPath+"WARNLOG.DBF"}
IF File(oFile:Fullpath)

oLogFile := DBServer{oFile, DBSHARED}
IF oLogFile:Append(TRUE)

// Now collect data
oLogFile:CurTime :=AllTrim(Time()) // Current time
oLogFile:CurDate :=AllTrim(DToS(Today()))

// Current date - System format
IF Empty(oApp:oIni:User_ID) .or. Upper(oApp:oIni:User_ID) =

"ERROR" oLogFile:USER_ID := "????"
ELSE

oLogFile:USER_ID := oApp:oIni:User_ID
ENDIF
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oLogFile:NetName :=AllTrim(NetName())
// Current workstation id

oLogFile:CPU :=AllTrim(Str(SetCpu()))
// CPU-type

oLogFile:AppBuildNo :=oApp:oIni:GetString("System","Build")
// Current App. Build

oLogFile:Message :=sMessage
// Warning box message

oLogFile:Title :=sTitle
// Warning box caption

oLogFile:ProcName :=Psz2String(ProcName(1))
// ProcName that called this function

oLogFile:ProcLine :=ProcLine(1)
// ProcLine in the calling procedure

VersionInformation.dwOSVersionInfoSize:=_sizeof(_WinOSVERSIONINFO)
IF GetVersionEx(@VersionInformation)

oLogFile:VersMaj :=VersionInformation.dwMajorVersion
// Major part of OS version

oLogFile:VersMin :=VersionInformation.dwMinorVersion
// Minor part of OS version

oLogFile:PlatForm :=VersionInformation.dwPlatformID
// Platform ID of OS. Currently, the values are:
// 0 = VER_PLATFORM_WIN32s Win32s on Windows 3.1.
// 1 = VER_PLATFORM_WIN32_WINDOWS Win32 on Windows 95.
// 2 = VER_PLATFORM_WIN32_NT Win32 on Windows NT.

oLogFile:BuildNr := VersionInformation.dwBuildNumber
// OS build number

pszString:=LocalAlloc(LMEM_FIXED, 100)
pnLength:=100
IF !Empty(GetUserName( PSZString, @pnLength))

// Loginname of current user
oLogFile:FullName:=Psz2String(PSZString)

ENDIF
IF GetComputerName(pszString, @pnLength)

// Computer name
oLogFile:CompName := Psz2String(pszString)

ENDIF
LocalFree(pszString)

ENDIF
IF !oLogFile:Commit()
oWB := WarningBox{, "Error", "Could not write to the logfile"}
oWB:type:=#BOXICONHAND
oWB:Show()
ENDIF //!oLogFile:Commit()

ENDIF// oLogFile:Append()
oLogFile:Close()
oLogFile := NULL_OBJECT

ENDIF //Used(oLogFile)
ENDIF //IsObject(oIni)
// If we have no oIni object. We have a standard function call

IF lSilent
nReturnValue := BOXREPLYOKAY

ELSE
// For help: see Textbox class TYPE ivar access/assign
oWB := WarningBox{ , sTitle, sMessage }
oWB:type := kWBType
nReturnValue := oWB:Show()

ENDIF

RETURN nReturnValue

We now have looked at all the functions we need in order to understand what is happening in the
following episode: Changing the captions of the controls in any window.
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Creating the Menu
When we want a multi-language application, it is not sufficient to translate the captions of the
controls. The menu is an essential part of the application, and it is in fact the bilboard for it.
Certainly when running on a global network like, for instance, the Internet, one must be certain that
any user of the application is not confused when loading the application.

What follows is the first of a pair of functions to create Menu Objects on the fly, using the MenuSys
table we saw earlier. Notice that here we are using code that is quite a bit more strict than that of
the StdAppsMsg function. The reason for this is that the latter one is in fact an inheritance from the
CA-Clipper days, and it was written in the late eighties!

You will notice there is some code specifically for when ReportPro is used. Also, the integration of
security management is there but not really exploited.
FUNCTION MakeMenu(cServerName AS STRING) AS OBJECT

LOCAL oFile AS Filespec
LOCAL oServer AS MenuSys
LOCAL oApp, oNewMenu AS OBJECT
LOCAL oSubMenu AS Menu
LOCAL lSuccess AS LOGIC
LOCAL oHyperLabel AS hyperlabel
LOCAL Dummy AS SYMBOL
LOCAL sCaption, sDescript, sHelp AS STRING

oApp := GetAppObject()
lSuccess := FALSE
oFile := Filespec{oApp:oIni:SystemPath + cServerName}
oFile:Extension := "DBF"
IF File(oFile:Fullpath)

oServer := MenuSys{oFile, DBSHARED}
IF oServer:Used

lSuccess := oServer:Setorder("Seq_No")
ENDIF

ENDIF
/* Entry point in the menu server is "MAIN" */
IF lSuccess

oNewMenu := Menu{}
// Create empty menu

oServer:Gotop()

DO WHILE !oServer:EOF
lSuccess := TRUE
// Check to see if License file allowes usage of
// ReportPro designer functionality
sCaption := Upper(AllTrim(oServer:HYPERLBL))
IF (sCaption = "NEWREPORT" .or. ;

sCaption = "NEWLABELREPORT" .or. ;
sCaption = "NEWCROSSTABREPORT" .or. ;
sCaption = "STANDARDREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
sCaption = "LABELREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
sCaption = "CROSSTABREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
Caption = "REPORTWIZARD") .and. oApp:oIni:UDEF_NUM_1 <10

lSuccess := FALSE
lSuccess := oApp:oIni:DebugMode

ENDIF
IF oApp:oIni:UserLevel+1 > oServer:SECURITY .and. lSuccess

// Only menus for this userlevel
sCaption := StdAppsMsg(oServer:CAPTION)
sDescript := StdAppsMsg(oServer:DESCRIPT)
sHelp := oServer:HELP
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IF Upper(AllTrim(oServer:MENUNAME)) = "MAIN"
IF Empty(oServer:NEXTMENU)

// Handling a main menu option without submenu
Dummy := AsSymbol(AllTrim(oServer:HYPERLBL))
oHyperLabel := HyperLabel{Dummy, sCaption, sDescript,;

sHelp}
oNewMenu:AppendItem(oServer:RecNo, oHyperLabel)

ELSE
// Handling a SubMenu for the main menu
oSubMenu := MakeSubMenu(oServer)
oNewMenu:AppendItem(oSubMenu, sCaption)
// Add this menu to the Main menu

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
oServer:Skip()

ENDDO
oServer:Close()

ENDIF

oServer := NULL_OBJECT

RETURN oNewMenu

The function returns a menu object, including the submenu items when their definitions are in the
MenuSys. We have to look at the second function of this pair before we can continue. Notice that
this function is made static: It may not be called from anywhere else than the MakeMenu() function.
STATIC FUNCTION MakeSubMenu(oServer AS OBJECT) AS OBJECT

LOCAL oSubMenu, oNewMenu AS Menu
LOCAL sCaption, sDescript, sHelp AS STRING
LOCAL Dummy AS SYMBOL
LOCAL cKey AS STRING
LOCAL oHyperLabel AS Hyperlabel
LOCAL lSuccess AS LOGIC
LOCAL oApp AS OBJECT

oApp := GetAppObject()
cKey := oServer:NEXTMENU // Keep the current menuname in mind
oSubMenu := Menu{} // Create empty menu object
DO WHILE TRUE

oServer:Skip()
IF oServer:MENUNAME <> cKey .or. oServer:EOF

// No more entries for the previous NEXTMENU value
oServer:Skip(-1) // Go one back
EXIT // Leave this loop

ELSE
sCaption := StdAppsMsg(oServer:CAPTION)
sDescript := StdAppsMsg(oServer:DESCRIPT)
sHelp := oServer:HELP
IF Empty(oServer:NEXTMENU)

IF oServer:Caption = "-" // Separator
oSubMenu:AppendItem(MENUSEPARATOR)

ELSE
Dummy := AsSymbol(AllTrim(oServer:HYPERLBL))
oHyperLabel := HyperLabel{Dummy, sCaption,;

sDescript, sHelp}
lSuccess := TRUE
// Check to see if License file allows usage of
// ReportPro designer functionallity
sCaption := Upper(oServer:HYPERLBL)
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IF (sCaption = "NEWREPORT" .or. ;
sCaption = "NEWLABELREPORT" .or. ;
sCaption = "NEWCROSSTABREPORT" .or. ;
sCaption = "STANDARDREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
sCaption = "LABELREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
sCaption = "CROSSTABREPORTWIZARD" .or. ;
sCaption = "REPORTWIZARD") .and.;

oApp:oIni:UDEF_NUM_1 <10
lSuccess := FALSE

ENDIF
IF oApp:oIni:UserLevel +1 > oServer:SECURITY;

.and. lSuccess
// Only menus for this user
oSubMenu:AppendItem(oServer:RecNo,;

oHyperLabel)
ENDIF

ENDIF
ELSE

// Dealing with a submenu
IF oApp:oIni:UserLevel + 1 > oServer:SECURITY

// Only menus for this user
oNewMenu := MakeSubMenu(oServer)
oSubMenu:AppendItem(oNewMenu, sCaption)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDDO

RETURN oSubMenu

This very straightforward code delivers a menu object that will be added to the object created by
the MakeMenu function. It can be called recursively; that does not pose any problems. One small
other thing: creating separator lines is done by looking for a hyphen in the CAPTION field of the
MenuSys server.
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The Language Maintenance Window
Maintaining the messages of the language files will become an important part of the development cycle. We
will now take a look at the window that will allow maintenance of individual language tables.

Message Maintenance Window

We cannot go into very much detail about the message maintenance here: we first have to put
some pieces together before the system starts moving, but rest assured: it is all pretty
straightforward and, more, once running, quite impressive!
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Putting the Pieces Together
At this point we have looked at all items that are needed to make up the engine for our multi-
language application. Now we are going to use a standard MDI application to make it all happen.

Eliminating GLOBAL

For this exercise we are going to use a Jasmine MDI standard application. Now it so happens that
the code generator for this kind of application does create one global. We are going to leave that
one alone, and concentrate on our part of the app.

Adding a generated menu to the StandardShellWindow

We are no longer interested in the menu generated by the code generator. Instead, we want the
menu coming from our MenuSys file. To achieve this, two little interventions must be made:

1. Modify the INIT method of the StandardShellWindow.

Originally, the StandardShellWindow adds an instantiation of the EmptyShellMenu to itself. You
replace that by a call to the MakeMenu function:

METHOD Init(oOwnerApp) CLASS StandardShellWindow
LOCAL oSB AS StatusBar

SUPER:Init(oOwnerApp)

SetDeleted(TRUE)

oSB := SELF:EnableStatusBar()
oSB:DisplayTime()

// SELF:Menu := EmptyShellMenu{SELF}
SELF:Menu := MakeMenu("MenuSys")

SELF:Icon := Icon{ResourceID{IDI_STANDARDICON, _GetInst()}}
SELF:IconSm := Icon{ResourceID{IDI_STANDARDICON, _GetInst()}}

SELF:Caption := "VO for Jasmine - Standard MDI Application"

oPrinter := PrintingDevice{}

RETURN SELF

The parameter you are passing to the MakeMenu function is the name of the Menu server, in
this case “MenuSys”.
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2. Add two methods to the StandardShellWindow.

When changing language later on, you certainly want the caption of the StandardShellWindow
to reflect the new language. Therefore, you have to write a method that you can call so that the
caption is changed. This method could look like:
METHOD SetCaption CLASS StandardShellWindow

LOCAL oApp AS OBJECT

oApp := GetAppObject()
SELF:Caption := "Media Manager 09 - " + oApp:oIni:Language

RETURN SELF

The second method you need has the same purpose: The caption is changed, but now you
want to change the caption of the menu. Therefore, there must be a way to detach the current
menu, build a new one and attach that to the StandardShellWindow. This is how it works:
METHOD SetMenu(oMenu) CLASS StandardShellWindow

SELF:Menu:Destroy()
SELF:Menu:=NULL_OBJECT
IF !InCollect() // probably not needed

CollectForced()
ENDIF
ApplicationExec(Execwhileevent)
SELF:Menu := oMenu

RETURN SELF

The method receives a menu object from the caller. The current menu is destroyed and NULLified,
just to make sure everything stays clean; the garbage collector is called in; ApplicationExec is
called, again to make sure everything runs smoothly; and finally the menu object, received as a
parameter, is attached to the StandardShellWindow.

Changing Control Captions on Windows

Now that you have taken care of the menu, we can concentrate on the part that will demand
constant attention during development: the captions on the controls on windows.

Personally I have developed a methodology that allows me to concentrate all language work in the
same place for every window I create. This methodology is the following one.

1. Always subclass, with no exception.

2. Modify the captions in a method called LoadControlCaptions. This method is called from the
INIT or PostInit method of the child class

3. In LoadControlCaptions, use the real caption from the base message file as comment.

4. Always call the garbage collector when destroying windows.

About the subclassing, this is not really within the scope of this session. You are more interested in
the LoadControlCaptions method and the way you can develop it in a quick way.
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When developing for more than one language, there must always be one that is chosen as the
anchor one (or base language if you like). To make life easy for you, you should use the caption of
the message you are calling as comment next to the instruction. In that way, when you do some
searches in the code later, you can fall back on the caption text from the base file. This has proven
to me a very safe way of working. A few of my applications are running on tens of places all over the
globe, this with many users and in as many as over twenty different languages. Maintenance of this
is only achievable when you are organized yourself and stick to the rules you set up for yourself.

Whenever you are painting a window, its controls are initialized in the INIT method of that window.
When you are putting normal captions on controls, you have to look into the generated code to find
out what names they have: Unless you have the memory of an elephant, or you take notes, it is
impossible to remember the exact names of all the controls on a large window. That is why I create
controls that repeat their name in the caption. I can then take a printscreen and will see all control
names appear. Also, I can store the piece of paper in my documentation for the project and will
always be able to find my way back to everything relatively quickly. Since this lesson is the 9th in a
series, this approach does not reflect on the _CustomerWin, which is the one we will use as a
sample to add language support. On the following page you see what your _CustomerWin should
look like.

Te subclassing for this window has been taken care of. The only thing you have to do here is write
code to manage the control captions. As agreed on, you always create a method called
“LoadControlCaptions”, and the method is called from the Init method or from the PostInit.

In this case, where you do not have relevant captions on the controls, the only way to find out what
you must call/replace is by looking in the class definition or the Init method of the window. Once
you have a printout of that, you can start coding the LoadControlCaptions.

For the CustomerWin, the code in the method is the following one:
METHOD LoadControlCaptions CLASS CustomerWin

SELF:Caption := StdAppsMsg(1805) // Customer maintenance
SELF:Caption += " - " + StdAppsMsg(553) // DBF Tables
SELF:oDCSC_ADDRESS:Caption := StdAppsMsg(15) // Address
SELF:oDCSC_CITY:Caption := StdAppsMsg(60) // City
SELF:oDCSC_CUST_ID:Caption := StdAppsMsg(1501) // Customer ID
SELF:oDCSC_FNAME:Caption := StdAppsMsg(1809) // First name
SELF:oDCSC_LNAME:Caption := StdAppsMsg(2193) // Last name
SELF:oDCSC_MNAME:Caption := StdAppsMsg(2139) // Middle name
SELF:oDCSC_Musical_Interest:Caption := StdAppsMsg(532) // Musical Interest
SELF:oDCSC_NOTE:Caption := StdAppsMsg(329) // Note
SELF:oDCSC_PHONE:Caption := StdAppsMsg(329) // Phone
SELF:oDCSC_PREFIX:Caption := StdAppsMsg(1806) // Prefix
SELF:oDCSC_STATE:Caption := StdAppsMsg(535) // State
SELF:oDCSC_ZIP:Caption := StdAppsMsg(58) // Postal code
SELF:oDCSex:Caption := StdAppsMsg(537) // Sex
SELF:oCCMale_RadioButton:Caption := StdAppsMsg(538) // Male
SELF:oCCFemale_RadioButton:Caption := StdAppsMsg(539) // Female
SELF:oDCRelign:Caption := StdAppsMsg(540) // Religious
SELF:oDCClassic:Caption := StdAppsMsg(2165) // Classic
SELF:oDCRock:Caption := StdAppsMsg(2166) // Rock
SELF:oDCJazz:Caption := StdAppsMsg(542) // Jazz
SELF:oDCMetal:Caption := StdAppsMsg(542) // Rock & Roll
SELF:oDCCntry:Caption := StdAppsMsg(545) // Blues
SELF:oDCNWave:Caption := StdAppsMsg(546) // New wave
SELF:oDCEasy:Caption := StdAppsMsg(547) // Easy listening
SELF:oDCBroad:Caption := StdAppsMsg(549) // Broadway
SELF:oDCAltrntve:Caption := StdAppsMsg(550) // Alternative
SELF:oCCChangeServer:Caption := StdAppsMsg(552) // Change server

RETURN SELF
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_

CustomerWin screen layout

Changing Language

As you remember from the code in the StdAppsMsg, the message file is selected using the value in
the oApp:oIni:Language variable. If you want to change the language of the application, there must
be a way to change the contents of that variable. For the sake of this lesson, you have to create a
window called _LanguageWin. Since this is a new window, the MenuSys file must be adapted
accordingly; otherwise the window will never appear in the menu and by that, you will not be able to
call it.

The idea is that in the LanguageWin you offer all available languages and let the user pick one.
The system must then change the menu and store the newly picked language in the INI file so that
next time your application starts the way you left it before. The window layout for the LanguageWin
is as follows:
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_ChgLngWin screen layout

And the code you have to add in order to make it work is in the LanguageWin Custcode module.
You have to take care of a few things, and for that, you can refer to the following code.

Subclass the _ChgLngWin. The listbox is filled with the contents of oApp:oIni:Languages.

CLASS ChgLngWin INHERIT _ChgLngWin

METHOD Init(oWindow,iCtlID,oServer,uExtra) CLASS ChgLngWin

SUPER:Init(oWindow,iCtlID,oServer,uExtra)

RETURN SELF

Of course, this very window is language sensitive, so execute the LoadControlCaptions.

METHOD PostInit(oWindow,iCtlID,oServer,uExtra) CLASS ChgLngWin

SELF:LoadControlCaptions()
SELF:oCCSet_PB:Disable()

RETURN SELF

There are not so many controls to take care of:
METHOD LoadControlCaptions CLASS ChgLngWin

SELF:oDCSC_Languages:Caption := StdAppsMsg(206) // Language
SELF:oCCSet_PB:Caption := StdAppsMsg(757) // Set

RETURN SELF
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When the user clicks (single) on a item in the listbox, enable the Set_PB
METHOD ListBoxSelect(oControlEvent) CLASS ChgLngWin

LOCAL oControl AS Control
oControl := IIf(oControlEvent == NULL_OBJECT, NULL_OBJECT,;

oControlEvent:Control)
SUPER:ListBoxSelect(oControlEvent)
//Put your changes here
SELF:oCCSet_PB:Enable()
RETURN NIL

When the user double-clicks on a listbox item, execute the button method
METHOD ListBoxClick(oControlEvent) CLASS ChgLngWin

LOCAL oControl AS Control
oControl := IIf(oControlEvent == NULL_OBJECT, NULL_OBJECT,;

oControlEvent:Control)
SUPER:ListBoxClick(oControlEvent)
//Put your changes here
SELF:Set_PB()
RETURN NIL

When the user has decided (pressed the Set_PB or double-clicked on the listbox item), change the
language settings for the system: Store in oIni object, write it to the INI file belonging to the app,
create a new menu and call the SetMenu method of the owner of this window
(StandardShellWindow) with the created menu. A second call to the EmptyShellWindow to change
its caption is the last thing to do before this window can be closed.

METHOD Set_PB CLASS ChgLngWin
LOCAL oMenu AS OBJECT

oApp:oIni:Language := SELF:oDCLanguages:CurrentItem
oApp:oIni:WriteString("Settings", "Language",

SELF:oDCLanguages:CurrentItem)
oMenu := MakeMenu("MENUSYS.DBF")
SELF:Owner:SetMenu(oMenu)
SELF:Owner:SetCaption()
oMenu := NULL_OBJECT
SELF:EndWindow()

RETURN SELF

This concludes the code for the multi-language programming. The principle used to change
language can be used in many different ways. It is up to your imagination how to trigger the code
showed in Set_PB above.
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Conclusion - Part 2

•  Setting up the scene for multi-language applications requires:

- Elimination of global variables

- Installation of message tables

- Installation of menu tables

•  Using an INI object is very useful and easy to implement

•  Modifying the StandardAppWindow to house the new functionality is simple

•  Adding LoadControlCaptions method to all windows is the clue

•  Switching language is a question of a few method and function calls

Jan Spaens is a systems analyst who has been active in the computer business since the seventies. After
working several years on mainframe and mini systems using COBOL, Jan started in the early eighties with
dBase and soon switched to CA-Clipper. Since the beginning of the nineties he has been very actively
involved in development with CA-Visual Objects and Jasmine.


